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2.Preliminaryrequirementsformasteringorchoosingadiscipline:

Success/ul mastering of the disciplines "Histologt, cytolog and embryology"'

"Bioorganic and biotogical chemistry" and "Medical biology"

Knowledge of the theoretical basics of chemistry, physics, cytology' biochemistry and

anatomy.

Abitity to i apply knowledge of chemistry, physics, general biolog"' etc'

eclucational si the computer, work with scientific literature'

2

3

1.

3. Annotation of the disciPline:

The educational disciprine .,Drug's side effects" is dedicated to study modern ideas about the

influence of drugs o1 t1. molecular, cellular and organism levels and drug's side effects' The

discipline includes the study of the principles of drug's effects, side effects, types of side effects and

their reasons; basics of the traditional and rnodern treatments and avoiding of drug's side effects'

4, Tasks (training goals):

- - to formulate an understanding of the general principles of the functioning of biological

systems during treatment by dmgs;

- - to acquaint students with moclern understanding about the influence of different types of drurgs

on the body of Patients;

- - to familiarize with possibilities and constraints of various methods and their application in

diagnostics ancl treatment of diseases after drug's consumption;

to form skills to apply the acquired klowledge in the rreta or drug's side effects in plactical

situations, aet.rminea by the peculiarities of the field of knowledge - Health care'

to the requirements of of Higher Education of ukraine (the second

level of higher educatio level of the NQF of Ukraine). tlie branch -of
22 ,,Healticare,,, specia icine") discipline "Drug's side effects" provides

the acquisition of the following competencies"

ized tasks and practical problems in the learning

eld of health cit. ot in the process of study that

y complexity and uncertainty of conditions and

reqlrlrenlents;
general:
- knowledge and understanding of the subject

knowledge in practical situations;
- tlre ability to identify, analyze, formulate and

area and plofessional activity, the ability to apply

solve problems deterrnined by particularities of the

field of health care' 
.- ^-r -^^^+^+ -.^rom L-^.,,re;oe conq nt infbrmation and- the ability to learn and master modern knowledge considering using curre

cornmunication technologies; 
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- ceftainty and persistence in relation to the tasks and duties taken;
- the ability to properly evaluate and provide the quality of the tasks that are perfonned.
special (profes sional, subj ect matter) :
- skills of professional thinking based on the analysis and synthesis of medical and hygienic
knowledge in the projection of the historical and system-value context of their comprehension,
- the ability to apply the acquired knowledge in the field of drug's side effects in practical

situations, determined by the peculiarities of the field of knowledge - Health care.

- the ability to apply in clinical practice knowledge about the course of drug's effects in body of
patients and the development of various side effects;
- the ability to apply methods in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases caused by drugs.

5. Results of studvinp a discinlinpa tne:
Results of studying

(1. to know; 2. to be able to;
3. communication; 4. autonomy

and resDonsibilifv)

Forms (and / or
methods and

technologies) of
teaching and

learnins

Methods of evaluation

Percentage
in the final
evaluation

of the
disciplineCode Learning outcomes

Io know
l.l Classifi cation and mechanisms

of drug's side effects
developrnent

Lectures,
practical lessons,
independent work

Module control work
evaluation of the
implementation of practical
works, assessment of oral
answers and additions,
evaluation of the solution of
research tasks

20

1at.L Mechanisms of drug's allergies
development and their treatment

Lectures,
practical lessons,
independent work

Module control work
evaluation of the
implementation of practical
works, assessrnent of oral
answers and additions.
evaluation of the solution of
research tasks

20

1.3 Developrnent and treatment of
drus's side effects

Lectures,
practical lessons,
independent work

Module control work
evaluation of the
implernentation of practi cal
works, assessment of oral
answ€rs and additions.
evaluation of the solution of
research tasks

20

To be able to
21 Analyze and determine type of

drus's side effects
Lectures.
practical lessons,
independent work

Module control work;
evaluation of the
implementation of practical
works, assessment of oral
answers and additions.
evaluation of the solution of
research tasks

l0

2.2 Choose the adequate methods of
biology for solving a certain
situational problem, to

Lectures,
practical lessons,
independent work

Module control work;
evaluation of the
implementation of practical

l0
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determine the diagnosis of a
particular type of side effect

works. assessment of oral
answers and additions,
evaluation of the solution of
research tasks

aa
L.) Use electronic databases to

determine possible side effects
of drug and treatment of this
effects

Lectures,
practical lessons,
independent work

Module control work;
evaluation of the
irnplernentation of practical
works. assessrnent of oral
answers and additiorrs,
evaluation of the solution of
research tasks I

t0

Communication
3.1 To present the results of their

own scientific and practical
work using modern
tdchnologies, to conduct the
discussion properly

Plactical lessons.
independent work

Evaluation of the
implementation of practical
works, assessment of orai
answers and additions,
evaluation of the solution of
research tasks

10

6. The ratio of results of studying discipline with program learning outcomes

outcomes of the discipline (code)

learning outcomes (title)
1.1 1.2 1.3 2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1

To understand the general terms, concepts, principles,
theories and laws in the field of biological sciences and
within the boundaries of subiect ur.url

+ T -r + + T

To demonstrate the knowledge about the drug's action
mechanisms + T + + .T +

Io be able to solve professional tasks that arise in
profbssional activity which requires constant updating

+ -r -r f + .T

To demonstrate knowledge of drug,s side effects + + -r T + -r
To apply in the professional activity knowledge of
drug's side effects for treatment of patients

-r + + -r

To present the results of
the fonn of a report. scie
orally (in the form of reports and defense of the report)
using modern technologies, to conduct the discussion
correctly

T

-r



7. Mechanism of formation of mark.

7.1 Forms of the evaluation of the student:

- semester assessment:
2. Mofutle control work 2: LO I.l - 2.3- 10 points /20 points
3. The solution of practical problems: LO 2.1 - 3.1 - 30 points /15 points
4. Evaluation of additions, oral answers, reports: LO I.l - 3.1 - 30 points /10 points

-- final evaluation: in the form of the credit

Evalttation of the results of modile control worlrs, tasla, reports, oral onswers and additions is
made during the semester. The final mark for the credit is estimated as the sum of all forms of
semester control. The student receives a positive assessment (credits) only f the pructical and
situational tasl<s are successfully performed, as well as the writing of two module control u,orks (fbr
all forms of work the stttdent must score at least 50% of the maximum possible number of points).

7 .2 Organization of evaluation :

Evaluation of the results of module control works, tasl<s, reports of oral answers and additions is
condttcted during the semester. Module tests I and 2 are carcied out after the completion of lectures
from the respective section. Evaluation of reports, the success of the solution of practical tasks, oral
reports and additions occLtr.s during the lecture courses and verification of the results of
indepen.dent work.

7.3 Validity Scale

Passed 60- r 00
Fail 0-s9
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8. Structure of the discipline

Thematic plan of lectures and practical lessons

Total volume 70 hours, including:
Lectures -10 hours
Practical lessons- I0 hours
Independent work - 50 hours

7

| | Number of hours
J\b I tndex and the title of the topic

I llectures I lessons I ti";k
Modern understandings of the basic mechanisms of the runningof biological processes at the

molecular level
Lectures:

I
Classification and mechanisms of drus's side effects
development 2

z Drug's allergies L
a
J Side effects of antibiotics 2
4 Side effects of anesthetics 2
5 Treatment and avoiding of drug's side effects z

Practical lessons:
6 Drug's allergies caused by local anesthetics 2
7 Side effects of penicillin z
8 Side effects of general anesthetics 2
9 Side effects of expired drugs 2
10 . Stress as factor ofdrugs side effects appearance 2

Independent work:
------------!_

l1 Drug's action mechanisms l0
T2 Treatment and avoiding of drug's side effectS 30
13 Iq4lg effects of drugs 10

TOTAL: l0 10 50
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